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The theme of the conference is ”Mathematics and Language”, that of the panel, ”Truth
and Fiction in Math Ed”. When I mentioned this to Denis Sjerve, he said that this kind
of thing made his blood run cold. I sympathesize but will not opt out. N.B. Etymology
of ”truth” (trustworthy, solid, hard – cf. tree) and ”fiction” (invented, soft, pliable –cf.
dough.

NUMERACY VS MATH. Numeracy is an attainable goal, and one that the school
system SHOULD aim for, but math is a different kettle of fish, and should perhaps be
an elective. I’ll pursue the analogy between ”numeracy – mathematics” and ”literacy –
literature”, concentrating on the latter and letting people figure out the implications for
the former.

Literacy has to do with reading a label on a cereal box or writing a postcard to Aunt
Clara – but there is no clear line of demarcation between it and literature: the postcard
writer might be struggling with his text much like a poet. The difference between the two
activities is mainly one of intent (hence psychological): one is addressing a limited and
immediate purpose, the other is bitten by a bug – she is writing for the sake of settling her
mind, of finding a perspective; she is driven, (almost) obsessed, to the point of devoting
(much of) her life to writing.

I am deliberately soft-pedalling the quality of the output. No matter whether the
poem or novel is good or bad, the activity of the author is literary – not just literate.
Even more than literature, mathematics is an ACTIVITY, not a body of facts. It can be
performed in a great range of levels. An elementary school teacher puzzling over, say, the
division of fractions is doing mathematics – as long as the question really bugs her. Of
course, pursuing an elusive new theorem is more exciting, more engrossing, and scarier.
Numeracy also has its range – from doing sums to puzzling over probabilities – and at the
far end it slides into mathematics.

By the way, multiplicative problems involving fractions and percentages (e.g., multiple
unit conversions) force even professionals to slow down and think. Our brains seem to have
innate software for adding or subtracting rocks to or from a pile – so ”balancing the check
book” is hardly ever problematic. They also spontaneously compare proportions (how else
would they recognise a face?) – but they struggle to quantify them. We can learn it, but
it does not come natural. So, that’s where most people tune out.

I have to come back to the output question. Unlike Aunt Clara’s postcard, true
literature forces the reader to be active, too: she must reconstruct in her own mind some
of the thoughts and images of the author. The same is true in mathematics, but much
more so! If a novelist talks about, say, a Tunisian village, and I have no precise idea about
such a villages, I can still get something out of the novel. However, if I have no precise
idea of a mathematical concept, I come away empty-handed (not knowing what’s going on)
from an argument which uses it. My mental image has satisfy much more stringent criteria
than are used in literature, and I have to invest much time and effort into constructing it.
Reading new mathematics at 100 pages a day is almost impossible. Unless you know this,
you’ll be quickly frustrated by math.

What can the school system do? It can provide access for the keeners, numeracy for
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the average citizen, and better information for everybody. Every more or less educated
person has some notion about literature (without necessarily being an avid reader), but
the misconceptions about math are as grotesques as they are ubiquitous. There is no
reason, why this educated person must remain so uninformed. There are many books
or essays (even stage plays) that would remedy this – if only they could find their way
onto the standard college reading list. The public would at least know that math IS an
activity, and that the question ”why are they still doing it, aren’t all the formulas known?”
is nonsense.

MATH IS HARD. Recently looked into Keith Devlin’s new book ”The Math Gene”,
and saw the remark that Barbie (the doll) had it right. Devlin has some elaborate theory
of levels of thought, which I haven’t yet looked into. One thing has been clear for a long
time: math refers to a mental landscape which requires effort, not only to build up, but
also to maintain (”refresh rate”). I am not claiming that math is alone in this category:
being a concert pianist might be similar, and is probably even harder and scarier – but
nobody expects it to be easy, and everybody can hear the results of all that work.

This reminds me of a description due (I believe) to Davies and Hersh: math is the
study of MENTAL objects with reproducible properties (cf. parallel description of natural
science). When the mathematician publishes the proof of his discoveries, he is inviting the
public to scrutinize it, and to confirm (by their own ”thought experiments”) that it they
are indeed reproducible.

MATH IS NOT A LANGUAGE. It is a world of interrelated mental objects. Once
these are suitably named and constructed in the mind of the listener, they can be de-
scribed and discussed by ordinary vernacular. But math HAS a language, and hence a
language barrier, which is a serious obstacle to many. I am referring to the tight and crisp
symbolic language which is now just over 300 years old. Many believe that math IS that
language. We should explore ways of avoiding it wherever possible, remembering that most
of the things taught in schools where invented well before that language got established
(trigonometry goes back to at least Hipparchus).

THE CURRICULUM. Read some of Peter Taylor’s ”Senior Highschool Text”. He
wants to put ART at the centre, much as it is in literature. Others would put SCIENCE
there. Either way, we’d get something like a GRAND DESIGN – instead of a sequence of
apparently pointless exercises. When Euclid’s Elements were defining the topic of school
math, there was something like a grand design. We should look for ways of slimming down
the curriculum to the really essential things. Even these do not need to be identical in
every classroom.

THE ELEPHANT. Remember the seven blind men describing an elephant after touch-
ing different body parts. Is it an art, is it a science, is it a deductive system or a compu-
tational one, is it about problem solving, about critical thinking, about having fun? It’s
the elephant, you guys! It’s huge! Many serious folks agree that it’s one of the greatest
creations of the human species – but are quite happy to proclaim that they themselves
(like most ”creative” people) are quite ignorant about it. All they know is that involves
”linear” thinking.

TWO WAYS OF KNOWING. Apart from divine revealation, there are two sources
of knowledge: observation and reflection. Math is the ultimate form of the latter.
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